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The tree, the garden, and the landscape: Traces of the “concrete metaphysic” in global architecture. 

ABSTRACT. Respect for nature and the world in which we live is reflected very differently in Japanese and Danish culture. In Norse mythology, Yggdrasil, the world tree, receives a central position as a link between our world and the cosmos. In Japanese Shinto mythology, every aspect of nature is protected by “kami” spirits. The tree is significant as a symbol of growth and fertility, and it has its own guardian kami (god). In Japan, ornamental gardening pays homage to nature by creating a symbolic tableau; this is not so in Denmark. When watching a film by Japanese director Hayao Miyazaki, however, we encounter spirits of the forest and world trees, and we are confronted with something that we have forgotten and repressed; nature is our origin, and if we are to stay here, we must respect and appreciate this planet and its nature. In “My Neighbour Totoro” we meet the spirit of the tree, in “Laputa: the Castel in the Sky” its guardian, and in “Haul’s Moving Castel” we meet the spirit of the house. The conflict between nature and technology is a central theme. What can we Danes learn from this Japanese view of nature, and has architecture as a metaphor for organic growth and spirituality, a relation to this theme?


0.1. Introduction and case

Japan is a culture shock of high tech, pop-culture, steel and glass high-rises, pillared motorways, metro labyrinths, beautiful, yet illegible graphical signboards, classical Japanese timber houses, and Buddhist temples with stone gardens. White cars, white high-speed trains, white gloves on friendly conductors, a geisha with her face painted white, a red sun on a white flag, a majestic, white, snow-covered summit of Mount Fuji. Japan is also a dense labyrinthic chock into grey concrete, vertical and horizontal, grey as the color of Le Courbusiers modernistic dream compressed along the flat land and shores of the Pacific coast.   

In Denmark, the house and the garden are different, unmistakably separate things. The house provides protection from the climate. We rest in it. The garden is an appendix, a magnified balcony with a grass lawn and flower pots. The classical Danish garden is also a kitchen garden with vegetables and fruits, and it used to play an important part in the family’s housekeeping budget. Today, the garden merely functions as a parking lot for the family’s at least two cars, and most of it is covered with cement to minimize maintenance. Consequently, the front gardens of most Danish single-family houses resemble petrol stations. It is a caricature of modernism and functionalism where form is subordinate to function, in which everything has become profane and cleansed of metaphysics. A brick is a brick; and that is all there is to it. There is no room for dreams and narratives. This signifies a loss of both meaning and cultural mummification. Modern Japanese cities has the same problem, cement covers almost any space. But in classical Japanese architecture, the house and the garden are a homogenous and coherent phenomenon. The crossing from inside to outside is gradual, and the garden is a microcosm, which symbolizes nature, on a scale that is independent of that of the house; the garden and the house in union symbolize a small, coherent universe and a tiny part of eternity, a small, safe simulation. In a Japanese garden, a stone is not just a stone; it is a mountain, a cliff; the grass and the gravel symbolize a river, a lake, a brook or the ocean; the trees symbolize life and growth. The Japanese garden is aesthetically founded in and conditioned by religion. The Danish garden, on the other hand, is not. There is no traditional “Christian” garden. Here, inspiration has been drawn from the English tradition in which a garden is a small park, the paths of which lead to experiences and events; a small pavilion, a sculpture, a birdbath – vague references to ancient Greece, but without Greek mythology and narrative. It is but a faint, visual echo.

The Japanese garden has several traditions; The “Tsukiyama” style garden is the lake and the mountain garden, the “Karesansui” garden is the dry Zen garden, and the “Chaniwa” garden is the tea garden and the patio. In the dry garden with its stones and plants, and in the wet garden, the small waterfalls, lakes, plants and stones represent something greater. They are 3D simulations of “nature,” which the many “shoji” sliding walls and shutters enable us to experience from different angles, images and cuts, it makes a multiplicity of transparent layers possible. Japanese gardens are not necessarily large of scale. They perform an important symbolic function; an undiminished representation of eternal nature, the origin of all living things. This representation is a strictly controlled simulation and setting. It is cultivated and conditioned by a huge amount of rules. But from a European or Danish perspective, this does not diminish its fascination. 
A Shinto shrine is often a place with one or several big old trees in the center. In Greek mythology, spirits and gods were tied to specific places. This is also the case in Shinto. The spirits are guardians of the place; the garden, the ocean, the trees, the fountain, and in order for us to achieve a life of harmony, all of them must be respected.

0.2. A possibly methodology? Space analysis, a tool for working with architecture based on concrete metaphysics and a new global, regional, transcultural architecture.
The architect’s professional field has expanded with the new virtual Medias, here is architecture based on a new set of rules from film, fiction, interaction, complexity, transparency and artificial intelligence. But there is still some reminiscence of the aesthetic language of the classical architecture that can be used; especially the classical utopian and virtual architecture. It seems as if the architecture of the impossible has now become possible. However, the subject raises a number of important questions. Is it form follows function or form follows fiction? What tools does the architect and designer need in his/her creative process? And how do I comprehend what I se? 

The art historian Lise Bek has worked intensively with architecture from perception to analysis. She has developed five space generating variables, five analysis aspects. She uses these five variables to focus on the actual architecture, i.e. material, context, topography and history. In addition to the concrete parameters, she also focuses on the more social and metaphysical aspects. The fiction could be viewed from this perspective. Bek divides the aspects as described below:​[1]​

1. The form-related aspect
Form and morphology, the order which is created through the work: scale, proportion, balance, tension, rhythm, axiality and symmetry. The design style.
2. The practical- functional
Type of building or room and typology. Is the work a living room, a kitchen, a Parterre garden or a town hall square – for which purposes are such rooms used and how did their historical development proceed? The scale and style seen from a human (user-) perspective. 
3.  The scenographical-sociale
The function interpreted as recreational sacral or profane, public or civil, private or intimate. Liturgies or rituals. Life style, ideology and view of humanity from the architect’s and the contractor’s perspective embedded in the functional design of the room. 
4. The iconographical significance 
Architecture is portrayed as an illustration or a symbol of ideology and religion. What elements form meaning and reveal ideology, philosophy and religion. The style generates meaning.
5. The visual perception and aesthetics.
The shaping of the room is a frame for the function. The user/observer’s confrontation with the room. The individual’s response to the room and the behaviour derived from this. 

According to Bek, the light is the basic element in all forms of architecture in the user/observer’s way to relate to the room on all the five levels.

The architect Carsten Juel-Christiansen uses a conceptual range in ”Monument og niche”​[2]​ in his chapter “Analysis of the architecture of the new city” consisting of ten concepts. He summarizes these concepts in five subjects which are the main points in his analysis of the new city’s architecture.   
1.	Heritage and transformation (history, development and disintegration)

2.	Form of totality (hierarchy, structure and image)
3.	Border and transition (the parts’ relation)
4.	Functional characterization (social processes)
5.	Meaning (from idea and subjectivity to material)
Juel-Christiansen says about his conceptual range:
”The city is considered as a set of symbols in line with the language – a collectively created text without any  ”underlying author - I”. The basic differences are separated visually and conceptually in the material of which the architectural meanings are created, i.e. the differences or contrasts can be viewed as the architectural structure’s ”voiced” or ”voiceless” sounds, its ”light” and “darkness”​[3]​.
Juel-Christiansen works very accurately with contrasts. He says that the city is a ”system of basic differences”. The French philosopher Henri Bergson works with difference and intuition as method, as a method of division and analysis, it is a more dualistic and clear division than the set of variables which Lise Bek works with in her five space generating variables and analysis aspects. However, Bek places emphasis on each work (building), unlike Juel-Christiansen who emphasises the city as an entire area of analysis. However, the two methods are supplementary to each other. Most importantly the signs must be compared. One must ask what the differences are? Is a difference in degree to be considered or is a difference in kind in question? as phrased by Bergson​[4]​. 

What tools must I use to comprehend what I see? Firstly, what analysis aspects will reveal the architectural essence, the poetical space, the contents and the meaning of the works I am facing? Finally, will this reveal anything to me in connection with my hypothesis about the poetical space and about a possible essence which is apparent in both the physical as well as the virtual space? 
Juel-Christiansen and Bek represent: architecture, urban plan, and art. If we combine this with Bergson’s pairs of contrast, where he distinguishes between differences in degree and differences in kind, his dualisms are: “duration, space, quality, quantity, inhomogeneity, homogeneity, coherent, incoherent as well as memory, contents, recollection, perception, contraction, relaxation, instinct and intelligence”​[5]​, we could get some important elements to create a analytic tool that helps us to comprehend what we see.
Bergson also states in “Matter and Memory”​[6]​ that film is “Image, movement, matter and light” and his dualistic statements are remarkable clear. To find a thing and understand a problem is to be able to see its contrast. What we are looking for is a difference in degree and a difference in kind. 
To phrase it in simple terms the surface of the wall is a closed volume, as opposed to the column which is a difference in kind between the surface and the column and a difference in degree between the twined and the even column. Substance/material is the only centre of attention in this case – meaning and contents are not included. When summing up, a conceptual range for analysis of the virtual and actual architecture may look like this. 
A tool box with five analytical aspects: 
1.	Architectural and urban context, dramaturgy, form, scale, fiction/non-fiction, utopia/dystopia. Substance/non-substance. Motion/time, duration/space.
2.	Style typical to the period, theme, iconography, function, form, morphology, interaction, material versus form or form versus material. Quality and quantity. Coherent and incoherent. 
3.	The architect’s intention, the instructor’s, the author’s and the artists’ opinion. Deliberately or unconsciously embedded references in the work. Instinct and intelligence. 
4.	Metaphysics, sensation, its uses, the individual person’s perception and sensation of the space, contents and experience.
5.	Sociological approach, mode of address, the political ideological significance the expression of power. The works as manifests of the spirit of the times, the “zeitgeist”.​[7]​ 



0.3. The garden of Eden, the world trees and spirits of the forest. Architectural and urban context, dramaturgy and iconography, utopia dystopia.

In Greek mythology, the spirit of the place was a guardian spirit, a Genius loci, as it was termed. Every fountain, valley and mountain was protected by its own divinity, according to the Greek and the Romans. The Genius Loci was a demigod, and local to any given town, hill or area of the countryside. The nymphs represented the spirit of the place and lived in fountains, streams and the sea: they were not immortal, but had long life spans. The Naiads were also spirits of the place, and the nymphs of springs and lakes, and they brought fertility. The spirits of trees, woods and forests were called Dryads. If a dryad died when its tree was cut or fell, the gods would punish those who had caused its destruction. In Greek mythology there is a tree or a grove, which yields golden apples of immortality. It is Hera’s orchard in the Garden of the Hesperides; a wedding gift from Gaia, the Earth, when she married Zeus. The garden is protected by the Hesperides, but the apples of immortality were a great temptation, so Hera installed another safeguard; Ladon, the hundred-headed dragon that never sleeps. They were called The Daughters of Evening, or the Sunset Goddesses, probably because they were located far to the west where the sun sets. Japanese mytology has a legend similar to the Greec Garden of the Hesperides.  It is about the goddess Seibo called the” Queen mother of the west” she protects and cultivates a garden of peach trees that only blossom every 1000 year. But these peaches gives eternal life, and Tobosaku the bad guy becomes immortal after he stolen and eaten a peach of seibo´s garden.


Norse mythology reserves a central role for the tree, Yggdrasil, beneath which the Norns, Norse goddesses of fate, weave the tapestry of life. The Vikings believed the cosmos to rest upon the world tree, Yggdrasil, which has three roots; in tree levels and nine worlds one in Midgard the well of wisdom, which is the well of Mimir in Jotunheim, and one in Agsard land of the gods, and one in Niflheim, land of the dead. Yggdrasil is tied to several animals, an eagle, a hawk, four deer, and Ratatosk, the squirrel. A seeress in Völuspá tells of the cosmic tree, Yggdrasil, and the end of the world, Ragnarök. She declares:

“I remember the giants, born at the dawn of time,
And those, who first gave birth to me.
I know of nine worlds, nine spheres covered by the tree of the world,
That tree set up in wisdom which grows down to the bosom of earth”. (Verse 2) 

“And Ash I know, Yggdrasil its name. 
With water white is the great tree wet;
Thence come its dews that fall in the dales,
Green by Urd´s well does it ever grow”. (verse 19)​[8]​

In Asgard under its roots by the well of Urd sits the tree Norns goddess of fate and destiny, their names are Urd (Fate), Skuld (Being), Verdandi (Necessity). From the Underworld to heaven, from Gods and Giants to mankind, Yggdrasil covers it all, the tree becomes a symbol of universality and cosmos. Why is it nine worlds and nine spheres that is covered by Yggdrasil, and it recurs again and again in Norse mythology? Kevin Crossley explain that:  “Nine is, of course, the end of the series of single numbers, and this may be the reason why it symbolizes death and rebirth in a number of mythologies; hence it also stands for the whole”​[9]​. Odin hangs for nine nights on the tree, to learn the wisdom of the dead. Heimdall has nine mothers, to win the god Balder back from Hel, Hermod went on a journey for nine nights. 
When Rangarok comes, the ash tree will tremble, but inside the tree a man and a woman will hide and survive the holocaust and the flood at the end of time. They will be the beginning of a new age, they will repeople the world and the two humans Lif and Lifthrasir, will have children, and life will be everywhere on earth. That’s the cycles of death and rebirth.





In Christianity, two trees appear in The Garden of Eden: they are not literal, but metaphors, the “Tree of Life” for eternal life, and the “Tree of Knowledge” for knowledge of good and evil, and it is “protected” by the serpent, the tempter. The trees represent our fate and the conditions for our lives; life and awareness, body and mind, or life and spirit. In the Gospel of John, the tree is also used metaphorically. Here Jesus says: “I am the true vine, and my Father is the gardener” (15.1). “I am the vine; you are the branches” (15.5). We are a shared consciousness, bound by the same conditions of life and existence. As a very literal manifestation of the tree of life, each year at Christmas we go out and cut down a fir tree, put it in our living room, decorate it, put presents under it, dance around it, and after a week we throw it away and forget all about it for the next year.

In the Buddhist tradition, the Bohdi Tree is a central symbol. Buddha asked his disciples to bury his bones under a stupa, and so the stupa becomes a representation of Buddha’s grave. Buddha was born under a bohdi tree in a grove. His mother gave birth standing by a bohdi tree in Lumbini, India. Buddha won enlightens sitting under a bohdi tree.


In Islamic art, the praying rug is a heavenly field. It is the Celestial Garden and a representation of paradise to the Muslims. In this garden stands the tree or Herb of life, the “Celestial Tree, The Tuba or Sidra, from which flow four rivers of purest water, milk, honey and wine; at their boundary stands the mysterious Lote Tree beyond which none may pass.”​[10]​ The Muslim praying carpet is also a sacred space, different from the profane everyday world. Many carpets express that difference because the patterning shows the layout of The Garden of Paradise, often combined with a symbolic centred representation of the Herb of Life (The Tuba or Sidra) with motifs of expansion, ascent and flight.  The famous Persian poet Hafiz wrote about the Celestial Tree:

“On the holy boughs of the Sidra,
High up in the heavenly fields,
Beyond terrestrial desire,
My soul-bird a warm nest has built.”​[11]​


The tree appears on many levels in myths, dreams, art and poetry. Carl Gustav Jung worked with the process of individuation by following the unconscious imaginary patterns of his patients’ dreams, and he discovered a pattern akin to natural and organic growth of what he called the Self. He concluded that: “This process of Self-realization is frequently represented in dreams by centered and symmetrical images, those images of polarity and wholeness which he calls mandalas. One which frequently appears in dreams, often in a strangely symbolic and archaic form, is the tree. Jung interprets it as a symbol of the self in cross section…the Self depicted as a process of growth.”​[12]​ The German poet Rainer Maria Rilke expressed his desire for Self-realization and the process of growth through the following poem:

“Oh, I who long to grow,
I look outside myself, and the tree
Inside me grows.”​[13]​

The French philosopher Gaston Bachelard explains the central symbolic value of the tree with a very simple metaphor: “The imagination is a tree. It has the integrative virtues of a tree. It is root and boughs. It lives between earth and sky. It lives in the earth and in the wind. The imagined tree imperceptibly becomes the cosmological tree, the tree which epitomizes a universe, which makes a universe.”​[14]​ Bachelard called the appearance of the tree in myth and religion “Concrete Metaphysics,” a visualization of the meaning and its symbolic representation in the world of imagination and metaphysics. The tree of life is situated at the navel of the world, an enchanted place where, in many legends, honey and mead flows. “The liquid sometimes flows from the tree itself: from the ash Yggdrasil trickles honey-dew, while from the Indian Jambu tree springs a yellow sap”.​[15]​ The World Tree is a symbol of growth, life and fertility. 

Tree worship is central and common in Shinto often a shrine stands in the midst of a small grove or in a forest. “This close relationship between trees and shrines can be seen in the ancient use of the word meaning “forest” (mori) to designate a shrine, and the word meaning “shelter of a kami”​[16]​
The  kami or divine spirit is also thought to use a sacred tree as its abode, these holy trees has a peculiar shape often a large and old one that stands alone within an enclosure with a small “torii” (a torii is the portal or gateway that leads to the shrine), or other Shinto symbols at their base.
Shinto has a general worship and regard for trees, the “Sakaki” (Cleyera ochnacca) is an evergreen and it is a sacred tree and a part of the Shinto rituals.  
In Japanese mythology Uba ("old woman, wet nurse") is the spirit of the pine tree in Japan, as the pine tree is evergreen, she and her husband Jo ("love") symbolize marital love and fidelity. In Shinto there is there is a book from 712 C.E. called the Kojiki (literally Record of Ancient Things) and it refers to a deity or a divinity “Takagi” whose name literally means “Lofty Tree”​[17]​. The Kojiki could be interpreted as the Shinto Bibel explaining the creation myths, and events in the ages of the kami, and how the emperor becomes the grandson of the sun goddes Amaterasu  Omikami. There is numerous contradictions in Shinto the Garden of Eden is actually placed on “this world” not in the afterworld as in Christian faith, there is neither an Original Sin, humanity and nature is basically good and pure, evil is only temporarily, but a part of living.     



0.4. The tree is as cross cultural metaphor that both reflects the metaphysics of the global and the regional context. The architects and the instructors intention. Metaphysic and sociological approach.

In Japanese architecture, the pagoda is a clear representation of the symbolic tree. This is extraordinary and very different from classical and historic Danish and Nordic architecture in which there is only one architect who has worked with architecture as a metaphor for organic growth in the expressionistic modernist tradition, namely Jørn Utzon. His early work is inspired by the organic and expressionistic German architecture and art. Unfortunately, the only project to be realized was the Sydney Opera House. The others remained utopian, virtual buildings in the world of imaginary places. In 1953 Utzon designed a ten storey pagoda for the Copenhagen waterfront (Langelinie pavillonen), but, unfortunately, it was never build.

The Japanese film-maker Hayao Miyazaki movingly tells of our relationship to nature and its spirits, of the conflict between technology and nature. In his film “My Neighbour Totoro”, we meet the protector of the great old tree, “Totoro”, who is a kami, a natural spirit and god. Miyazaki describes the Japanese people’s nostalgic relationship to nature:

“The place where pure water is running in the depth of the forest in the deep mountains, where no human has ever set foot – Japanese had long held such a place in their heart. There lived big snakes you don’t see in a village, or something scary – we believed so until a certain time. I still have a feeling that there is such a holy place with no humans in the deep mountains, the source where many things are born. I think that Japanese gardens definitely try to create a holy, pure world. Purity was the most important thing for Japanese.”​[18]​
In “My Neighbour Totoro” the two girls Mei and Satsuki are moving to a house in the country, they discovers Totoro deep into the hollow of a gigantic camphor tree (Cinnamomum camphora) in the forest close to their house as a spirit of the forest he can only be seen by the children, who loves him and the other spirits (Kami) of the nature. Totoro dwells and sleep deep in the symbolic center “Axis Mundi” or the “world tree” of the forest but the place is only accessible for the children because they are pure of souls and innocent. The message of the film is, when they respect and worship him and the nature he will helps them. Miyazaki takes the theme of the “World tree” further and re-interpret the old classical science fiction story of “Laputa” into the film “Laputa Castel in the sky” the originally story about the floating city, was written by Jonathan Swift in his book “Gulliver´s travels”. But in Miyazaki´s story the core of the floating city is a gigantic camphor tree. 
The story begins when Pazu rescues the unconscious girl, Sheeta that floating down from the sky. Sheeta is an orphan but her origin is the ancient civilisation that mysterious has vanished, Pazu helps her to escape from the military and the air pirates because Sheeta posses a secret and ancient link, the Levistone, a piece of Laputa she wears around her neck. The stone has supernatural powers and leads her and Pazu to rediscover the floating city and its dangerous violent capacity, half a doomsday weapon and half a world-tree. Lucy Wright explain the similarity between the two films “Totoro” and “Laputa”: “The majestic camphor tree often plays an important role signifying both kami and ancestors. In the case of Totoro, the giant tree is the home of the King of the Forest, while in Laputa, it is the repository of the spirits of Sheeta´s ancestors”​[19]​. So the task for Sheeta and Pazu is to liberate the cosmic world tree from its military tekno parasites and stop the exploitation of nature. 
Totoro is placed in a rual 1950 location, there is a nostalgic feeling of the landscape and scenes it’s a mix of Miyazaki´s childhood close to the farmland, its rice fields and the woodland. Laputa is inspired of a European and Welsh mining landscape. The floating island Laputa is different, Lucy Wright explain what this difference signify in this way: ”There are hints of Japanese culture. This lead to a possible interpretation of the island as a metaphor for Japan´s past: a powerful nation (Japan has never been occupied by a foreigin power before the U.S. Occupation in 1947), isolated from the rest of the world (such as during the Tokugawa period), and engulfed by the spiritual force of a giant tree”​[20]​ Laputa could in this contex be a meta story on the fate of the Japanese nation, the lost land that the children rediscover. The children must use the spell of destruction for and save the world tree from the military and the pirates to get rid of the parasites. Sheeta quotes a old song to explain the meaning of Laputa: 
“Take root in the ground, live in harmony with the wind,                                                              plant your seeds in the winter, and rejoice with the birds in the coming of spring”​[21]​. 
The world cannot live without love she explain and with the spell of destruction they liberate the tree from the symbolic black techno dome at the roots of the tree. Laputa the cosmic tree has been liberated and reborn, like in the myth of Yggdrasil the tree must suffer trough Ragnarok to be reborn together with the humans in a new world. This is a nostalgic dream of purification and the longing for to return to a world where the nature and the humans are in perfect balance. Miyazaki shows a true nostalgic nerve that hits global, he uses science fiction a tool for a critic on our society and human greed, as Jonathan Swift in his originally story on “Laputa” in “Gullivers Travel”​[22]​ created a satire on the British and European society.  
“I belive nostalgia has many appearances and that it`s not just the privilege of adults. An adult can feel nostalgia for a specific time in their lives, but I think children too can have nostalgia. It´s one of mankind´s most shared emotions. It´s one of the things that makes us human and because of that it´s difficult to define. It was when I saw the film Nostalgia by Tarkovsky​[23]​ that I realised that nostalgia is universal. Even trough we use it in Japan, the word nostalgia is not a Japanese word. The fact that I can understand that film even though I don't speak a foreign language means that nostalgia is something we all share. When you live, you lose things. It's a fact of life. So it's natural for everyone to have nostalgia.”​[24]​  
In Nostalgia by Tarkovsky, the beautiful Toscana in Italy becomes a grey underworld, a limbo for the Russian protagonist, that´s longing for his home in Russia, his nostalgia tear him apart, he has no place to dwell. Nostalgia is a word loaded with national romantic overtones its represent a “lost world” a dream of the primordial origin of home and place, the feeling of nostalgia is also a important part of the phenomenology of where man dwells. As the German philosopher Heidegger express it. “Full of merit, yet poetically, man dwells on this earth”​[25]​. And man dwells under the stars, for Heidegger, poetry is tool that allows humans to be able to build and to dwell. Nostalgia to place and a certain time in our life, is poetry, and poetry is the core from where we can understand our position and common conditions as humans between the heaven and earth.




0.5. The Poetic Room and the Poetic of the Room. Metaphysics and the individual perception.

In order to look ahead it sometimes is necessary to go a few steps back. In classical architecture it is composition and order that in its entirety create a special poetic room parallel to the real world. “Katharsis” is the word that Aristotle uses about the process in plays and tragedies that cleans the soul by breaking it down and building it up again.

Architecture creates a world parallel to “the real world” and opposes hereby the two worlds, the poetic and the ordinary. In the same way that tragedy creates a depiction​[26]​ of reality.
“It takes the existing reality and reorganizes it through strangemaking on a higher cognitive level. It provides a new frame in which to understand reality, with which to “cleanse” away an obsolent one. The means are formal, the effect is cognitive, purpose moral and social”.​[27]​ 

It is Tzonis and Lefavre who introduce the concept of “Strangemake”. They claim that the means of classical architecture stem from the classical drama. We who watch the drama and the architecture go through a “cleansing” (Katharsis). We sympathise with our “hero”, we identify with his destiny. In the same way, classical architecture causes a feeling in us, the watchers, that reminds us of our destiny. The order and monumentality of architecture tell us about a world before us and a world after us.
That is to put our lives in perspective, distancing ourselves from our ordinary lives.
The classical and parallel world of architecture tells us about our “ordinary world”. Therefore, we feel small in a drama which is infinitely bigger that us and that is “The Tragical Function of Architecture”. Here they mean that the monumentality of classical architecture and pathos talk to us.

Using the word “strangemake” may in some ways be reminiscent of what Berthold Brecht does when he uses the word “Verfremdung,”​[28]​ to describe what happens when the actor in the middle of a play steps out of his role and talks directly to the audience to make them aware what is going on and securing that they keep cool and not getting carried away. But this is a cool and remote approach to the world of phenomenon’s, Gaston Bachelard that focus on the poetic of the house and the room, not the monumentality of architecture speaks of another pathos and states that: “daydreaming mark humanity in its depths…..Therefore, the place in witch we have experienced daydreaming reconstitute themselves in a new daydream, and it is because our memories of former dwelling-places are relived as daydreams that these dwelling-places of the past remain in us for all time.”​[29]​ On the basis of Jung, Bachelard describes the mental structure of the human psyche as a house with many unknown and complexes rooms, the origin and fountain of daydreaming and all art.


0.6. The Ideal is in the Nature. Zeitgeist, the work as a manifest of the spirit of the time.

The Greek believed that art was an imitation of nature and that nature was the origin of everything. 
The ideal is in nature. In continuation of this Kant introduces the two concepts of the beautiful and the sublime. To him beauty was those who put humans in the centre and the sublime was what forces humans to look at itself as little.
Experiencing a rough sea or standing on the top of a mountain make us experience our little physical size in comparison to the tremendous nature and the endless universe and it strengthens our mental conscience. The astonishment of existing as a human being can be a cleansing experience like catharsis, a purification. When we face tremendous nature, all sensuous scales break down and we go from sensualism to beyond sensualism.
The beautiful is the harmony between the mental and the sensuous, the sublime is more. It is to be thrown from the aesthetic to beyond sensualism, while the sublime is a disharmony that can not be directly expressed in the sensuous, one reality wakes the other. The sublime is barrier-breaking; the sensuous provokes a mental movement, but here the mental at the same time ambiguous. It does not only please, it also provokes; it is unpredictable. Maybe it is here we find the key to understanding why modernism breaks up with the classic idea of beauty. With the entry of modernism work of art begins together with the artist's resistance of pleasing, the artist now seeks the sublime subjective truth. The cubists begin working with a simultaneous representation of the model and the depiction seen from various point of views. The expressionists on the other hand, seeks the sensuous coming from inside, while the futurists and modernists talk abut home machines - the classic idea of beauty comes under attack from all sides.

According to Hegel, the classical art and architecture of Greece was the period of art history where form and content was closest to each other. Here Mythos was united with Logos, the mythological gods got human bodies and were brought down to earth as the content in the beautiful marble statues of the period. Hegel divides history of arts into three periods:
1: The symbolic form of art (the Egyptian). 2: The classic form of art (The Greek). 3: The romantic (The Christian culture epoch).​[30]​
In the last epoch the actual truth can no longer make itself evident on picture due to our scepticism; we know that we face a picture, but as Hegel claims: “It does not help; we do not bend our knees anyway”​[31]​ 
Art is replaced by religion (Christianity), art does not disappear, but it is no longer the crucial media. Religion deals with things that more or less can not be depicted, it deals with infinity.
Hegel claims that the right media for the modern human being is philosophy since this is the place that can value art and religion. According to Hegel, philosophy is when we look back on what has happened and see that a pattern occurs. 
He uses a scene from the myth of Oedipus where the sphinx has besieged Thebes and where Oedipus must answer the Sphinx’s riddle in order to move on. The sphinx asks: What has four legs, to legs and lastly three legs?” The answer to this riddle is man. You need to look inside yourself, the divine turns into bodies, turns into divine marble figures. Hegel claims that it is a stroke of luck that this takes place in Greece where form and content meet.

A lot of architecture has been brought to the theatrical extreme to legitimise some kind of a political ideology like Nazism or Communism. The Italian futurists created a modern futuristic scene to Mussolini that is very much opposed to the political message. However, it is crucial understanding that “The ambiguity of architectural form is the rule rather than the exception in architecture”​[32]​. It is an artistic representation of a world inside a world that can be interpreted/used differently and furthermore it can be misused. 



0.7. Changes of values in the architectural order. Sociological approach, Substance non substance, fiction non fiction and utopia/dystopia.

The boundaries of what research is constantly changing. This is also the case with our understanding of what architecture is.
Today we are facing the same situation as the futurists did in the twenties. Our whole understanding of what architecture is must be reconsidered in order for us to be able to create a new architectural vocabulary and value sets.
We move from a deocentric (God is the centre of the world) to an anthropocentric (man is the centre) and on to a polycentric (a world with many centres) hyper complex society and picture of the world.​[33]​ Nothing is the same anymore. Architecture has become two worlds; a physical and a digital and they affect and develop each other.

The French critic and architect Paul Virilio, one of the most visionary and articulated in the discussion about what we are to do with the new parallel virtual world says:
"Architecture is now invisible, and organizing information is referred to as architecture. The instrumentalized surface of the interface is an architecture that lies suspended between silences and virtual. An electronic inscription of our extended and blurred bodies, incised onto an event horizon of no escape.
Architecture must inevitably hemorrhage in the sismic mix. It must flow in other less predicable directions. New spatial aggregates will require multiple escape routes.
A single door for entering and exiting will no longer suffice. Riemannian space amorphous collection of pieces that are juxtaposed but not attached to each other. Pure patchwork with an infinite porosity of structure, like a sponge.
Bed becomes chair becomes table becomes wall becomes room becomes building becomes infrastructure. Continuos like film, an architecture based on duration and flow, from the actual to the virtual, and from the virtual to the actual. ​[34]​
Architecture is not only design, cut and facade, it is also dramaturgy. Architecture crosses over and meets film, drama and literature. It is no longer possible to maintain the existing set of values.
The formalistic consensus and the architectural domain have been multiplied into the virtual room and back again and in reality this is a liberation of ideas of values, a "tabula rasa". The last time architecture was liberated was when Le Courbusier in the 1920'ies both explained and began using his five-point programme on the villas he build. 
The plan was as follows: 1: The form is free. 2: The ground plan is free. 3: The construction is free because of pillars and sheets. 4: The facade are free. 5: The roof plan is free.
This still apply. Actually he sets free fantasy, the room of the idea, and the body. The only thing to stop the free movement is gravity. In the virtual room this is now gone, but so is the body.


0.8. Conclusion and perspectives. How can we create a new, global and regional transcultural architecture in the age of globalization?
What can we Danes learn from this Japanese view of nature, and has architecture as a metaphor for organic growth and spirituality, a relation to this theme? Miyazaki´s work and art represent a coherent holistic worldwiev, and he insist on the world as a spiritual place, and only trough paying proper respect to the nature we can survive. The art of Miyazaki is a profound moralistic and political work that contain many layers. The conflict between nature and technology is a central theme. [40] “Miyazaki is cinematically practicing the ancient form of Shinto, as it was before it was organised (i.e., appropriated) by the growing Yamato clan and Japanese civilisation. He is reaching back for this natural Shinto which emphasised an intuitive, non-dogmatic relationship with nature, an almost child-like state–pre-intellectual, magical, accepting. Shinto has been a part of Japanese culture for more than two millennia, and has provided a cultural framework for the integration of new ideas, while maintaining the essence of old ones.” It is not enough to plant a tree and grass on the rooftop as some new Danish architecture does, to find the primordial spirits of the place we need to go deeper into the original metaphysical layers. To recapitulate what we could learn, from Japanese animation, Shinto, The Bohdi Tree, The Garden of Eden, the Celestial Tree, the Sidra, 
and the Nordic mythology, there is many possible strategies, but for re-establish a new and more metaphysic, metaphorical architecture, summarized into eight points, it could look like this: 

1. Introversion, looking inside, back into history, local narratives and cosmologies. 
2. Extrusion, looking outside, to east or west to alien cosmologies. 
3. Dwelling and nostalgia, diving into the context, for the spirit of the place. 
4. Simultaneity and scale, micro cosmos, macro cosmos, time and place. 
5. Form follows fiction, and creates a multi layered combination of function and fiction. 
6. Transparency trough metaphor, and “concrete metaphysic” improved by new technologies.
7. Architecture based on organic form and growth, symbolize a new global/local metaphysic. 
8. Sustainability, high-tech and metaphysic can create a new regional identity. 

The strategy could be that a new architecture could be based on a conceptualistic and metaphysic approach. Architecture needs more than the traditional functionalistic programmatic paradigmatic purity, it needs to be soft and open to metaphors and to create a new transparent multi layered architecture. In Denmark we can learn from Shinto, Buddhism, Islam, and other religions and see there is a deeper common ground between west and east, there is as Gaston Bachelard explain it a layer of “concrete metaphysics”. We could go further and look into the Nordic cosmology, look at the myth of Yggdrasil. From the Underworld to heaven, from Gods and Giants to mankind, Yggdrasil covers it all, the tree becomes a symbol of universality and cosmos. With its tree levels and nine spheres that is covered by Yggdrasil. 
A “Neo transcultural architecture” is not cubic or square, it is based on organic form and growth, it is curved multilayered, transparent as the branches of the trees. 
We have the respect for nature and cosmos in common, but in Denmark the architects and designeres should stop being so blasé on this topic. Arne Jacobsens Bellevue houses is a beautiful materialization of the modernistic and antiseptics white dream. But this is mainstream common ground and traditional high school learning from last millennium. Does the new generation of architects have to be so scared of accepting a more metaphysic agenda? This is just a beginning of a new transparent, metaphysic, cosmologic and simultaneous architecture based on new Medias and technologies. 
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